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God and Archangel Metatron's Cosmic Tree of Life Ascension Activation Meditation! 

To begin this meditation, close your eyes.

We now call forth beloved Archangel Metatron and the entire Planetary and Cosmic Hierarchy to help in this
meditation.

We ask for a balancing of the energies.

We call forth a Platinum Net from Metatron, the Mahatma, and Melchizedek to cleanse any and all unwanted
energies.

We call forth to Archangel Michael for a "Sapphire Blue Cosmic Dome of Protection" throughout this entire meditation
and experience.

We officially begin this meditation by calling to each person�s 144 Soul Extensions from their Monad, to join us for
this meditation, if it is their free choice to do so.

We call forth now the full anchoring of the Garment of Shaddai, also known as the Light Body of Metatron, to serve
as our Merkabah for this meditation, both individually and collectively.

We now call forth from Metatron, the Mahatma, and Melchizedek, the full anchoring and activation into each person
here, and for the entire group, the Cosmic Tree of Life.

We begin this Cosmic Tree of Life ascension activation by calling forth a "Cosmic Ascension Column" and "Pillar of
Light," back to Source.

Within this "Cosmic Pillar of Light," we request from Archangel Metatron, the Mahatma, and Melchizedek, the
establishment of each person�s Antakarana, back to the Godhead.

We call forth from beloved Ascended Master Djwhal Khul, the full anchoring and activation of each person�s Mighty I
AM Presence, or Monad, at the 100 percent Light and Love Quotient level.

We call forth for the anchoring and activation from El Morya, Kuthumi, Serapis Bey, Paul the Venetian, Hilarion,
Sananda, and St. Germain of each person�s 12 higher bodies.

We request from Lord Buddha, Lord Maitreya and Allah Gobi for the anchoring and activation of each person�s Zohar
Body of Light and each person�s Anointed Christ Overself Body.

We call forth from Metatron, the Mahatma, Melchizedek, and Archangel Michael for the anchoring and activation of
each person�s 330 chakras.

We call forth from the Divine Mother and the Divine Father for the full anchoring and activation of each person�s 48
Dimensional Bodies, providing complete connection and attunement back to the Godhead.
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We call forth to His Holiness the Lord Sai Baba for the highest potential cleansing of karma that is permitted by
Divine Grace for each person here.

We call to Metatron for the permanent anchoring and activation of the GOD Electron into each person here.

We call to the Divine Mother and all the Lady Masters for a Cosmic downpouring and Divine increase of each
person�s Love Quotient.

We call to Sanat Kumara, Vywamus, and Lenduce for the integration and cleansing of each person�s one million Soul
Extensions in their Higher Monadic Group Body.

We call to Melchizedek to now anchor and activate all the Fire Letters, Key Codes, and Sacred Geometries to fully
ignite the Cosmic Tree of Life and Seven Sacred Seals.

We call to the Elohim Councils for the full anchoring and activation of each person�s Elohistic Lord�s Body, Paradise
Son�s Body, and Order of Sonship Body.

My beloved brothers and sisters, now that we are officially warmed up and cosmically activated, we are ready to
begin our climb up the Cosmic Tree of Life, back to Source.

We call forth Archangel Metatron and Archangel Sandalphon to officially ignite, anchor and activate the First
Sephiroth of the Cosmic Tree of Life, known as "Malkuth, or the Kingdom."

As this Sephiroth is ignited, we are given from Sandalphon, a Divine vision and experience of the "Infinite Physical
Omniverse."

We now call forth Archangel Gabriel to officially ignite, anchor, and activate the Second Sephiroth of "Yesod, or
Foundation."

As Archangel Gabriel ignites this Sephiroth, we collectively experience a "Vision of the Subconscious Mind of GOD."

We now call forth Archangel Raphael to fully ignite, anchor, and activate the Third Sephiroth, known as "Hod, or
Splendor."

As Raphael ignites this Sephiroth, we fully receive the experience of the "Splendor of the Divine Mind of GOD."

We now call forth Archangel Auriel to fully ignite, anchor, and activate the Sephiroth known as "Netzach, or Victory."

As Archangel Auriel does this now, we receive the vision and experience, of the "Perfect Divine Feeling of GOD
throughout the Cosmos."

We call forth Archangel Michael to fully ignite, anchor, and activate the Sephiroth known as "Tiphareth, or Beauty."

As Archangel Michael does this now, we receive the vision and experience of the "Perfect Harmony of GOD
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throughout Creation."

We now call forth Archangel Khamael to fully ignite, anchor, and activate the Sephiroth known as "Gebrurah, or
Severity."

As Archangel Khamael does this we now receive the vision and experience of the "Power of GOD throughout
Creation."

We now call forth Archangel Zadkiel to fully ignite, anchor, and activate the Sephiroth known as "Chesed, or Mercy."

As Archangel Zadkiel does this, we receive the vision and experience of the Divine Cosmic Mother, "Face to Face."

We now call forth Archangel Ratziel to ignite, anchor, and activate the Sephiroth known as "Chokmah, or Wisdom."

As Archangel Ratziel does this, we receive the vision and experience of the Divine Cosmic Father, "Face to Face."

We call forth Archangel Metatron to ignite, anchor, and activate the Sephiroth at the top of the Tree of Life, known as
"Kether, or the Crown."

As Archangel Metatron does this, we receive the vision and experience of "Union with the Cosmic Light of GOD."

We now call forth His Holiness Lord Melchizedek to fully ignite, anchor, and activate the "Cosmic Hidden Sephiroth of
Daath, or Hidden Wisdom." As beloved Melchizedek does this, we receive the vision and experience of the "Wisdom
of the Universe Unfold Before Us."

We now call forth the Mahatma to ignite, anchor, and activate the never before revealed Twelfth Sephiroth in the
Cosmic Tree of Life, known as "Synthesis!"

As the Mahatma does this, we receive the vision and experience of all Twelve Sephiroth working together in perfect
integration, balance, synergy, and synthesis.

Be still and receive this blessing and activation now if you would like to receive this.

We now call forth Metatron, the Mahatma, and Melchizedek to fully anchor and activate the Three Pillars of the
Cosmic Tree of Life known as the "Pillar of Severity," the "Pillar of Equilibrium," and the "Pillar of Mercy."

As Metatron, the Mahatma, and Melchizedek do this, feel the incredible sense of balance now within yourself of
firmness and compassion, as these pillars are installed.

We now call forth all the Archangels of the Cosmic Hierarchy to fully anchor and activate into the Cosmic Tree of Life
for each person the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac, in perfect balance and integration.

We now call forth the Elohim Councils to fully anchor and activate the Major Archetypes of the Tarot Deck into the
Cosmic Tree of Life, in perfect balance and integration, for each person here, as GOD would have it be.
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We now call forth the Holy Spirit, who appears as the "sap" breathing through the entire Cosmic Tree of Life.

The Holy Spirit now requests that we deeply feel and experience it�s energies as we breathe the holy breath of the
Holy Spirit together through the entire Cosmic Tree of Life that is now installed within us.

We now continue climbing into even higher dimensions of reality by the grace of His Holiness Archangel Metatron
and his Light Body Merkabah.

We now move from the Crown, or top of the Cosmic Tree of Life, into the sphere above the Cosmic Tree, known as
the "Ain Soph Or, or Limitless Universal Light." Here the light is so bright, one can hardly see.

Metatron now continues to take us even higher still, into the "Ain Soph, or Undifferentiated Source."

Here the light is so refined that it has become colorless, and can only be described as the "Clear Light of GOD."

Archangel Metatron takes us even higher still, into the region of GOD�s Kingdom known as "Ain, or Utter and
Complete GOD Essence."

The peace and love at this 352nd level of Divinity is a grace beyond words and description.

It is here we find ourselves standing before the 12 Cosmic Logoi, and the "24 Elders that Surround the Throne of
Grace."

The 12 Cosmic Logoi, also known as the 12 Cosmic Ray Masters, lift up their individual Light Rods and one by one
ignite within each person here, the 12 Cosmic Rays that are the foundation and source of GOD�s infinite Creation.

Be aware that this activation is not of the 12 Planetary Rays we are all familiar with, but rather an activation of their
12 Cosmic equivalents at the 352nd level of the Godhead.

Receive this extraordinary blessing now, as a gift of the Creator and of the Cosmic Ray Masters.

We also ask at this time that this gift be given to the Earth Mother herself, to accelerate her spiritual and material
evolution as well.

Let us all receive this blessing and gift as well now, from each of the individual Cosmic Ray Masters.

The "24 Elders of Light that Surround the Throne of Grace" now step forward.

Through a process that can only be described as the "Language of Light," the 24 Elders now transfer telepathically to
each person here, a "Light Revelation" into each person�s Crown Chakra.

The 24 Elders give the gift of the "Cosmic Wisdom of the Ages," which will unfold as an acorn grows into an oak tree,
throughout each lightworker�s cosmic journey back to Source.
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Be still and receive this tremendous blessing now.

As this enormous blessing is fully received, we find ourselves raised even higher by Metatron and the 24 Elders, and
we find ourselves in the Ashram of GOD, at the Throne of Creation.

We have moved beyond the beyond, by the grace of Metatron.

Here GOD now steps forward with His Light Rod, and as a special dispensation He brings forth His Light Rod upon
each person�s Crown Chakra.

GOD does this for the specific purpose of "Bestowing Full Sonship and Daughtership at the Highest Possible Level,"
for all here.

Be still and receive this blessing of all blessings and activation of all activations now, if you would like to receive it.

As this is complete, GOD now bestows a second blessing of "Unfathomable Magnitude."

GOD now brings forth what is esoterically known as the "Waterfall of GOD," from the Throne of Creation.

Experience this Cosmic cleansing and purification of this "Waterfall of GOD" now.

Adding and joining the experience now is the entire Cosmic and Planetary Hierarchy and over one million Masters
who are in attendance.

Let yourself now experience the "Light and Love Shower of all Light and Love Showers," from GOD and the entire
Godforce.

We humbly now request that this shower be given to the Earth Mother and all sentient beings on Earth.

Now, as a final Cosmic gift and blessing from GOD, GOD requests that we collectively focus our attention on "GOD�s
Cosmic lnbreath and Outbreath."

GOD requests now that we listen to His "Cosmic Pulse," or even more exactly, to the "Stillpoint between His Cosmic
lnbreath and Outbreath."

It is in this stillpoint between the inbreath and outbreath of GOD, that GOD can truly be experienced.

Let us be silent now and experience this "Final Revelation of GOD."

As we conclude this process, take a moment to thank GOD for this experience and to also thank Him for all the
blessings you have received now and in your daily life.

As you conclude this process, you find yourself floating before the Throne of Creation in Metatron�s Light Body
Merkabah, with all your brothers and sisters.
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Metatron�s Group Merkabah begins to descend back down through the Cosmic Dimensions of Reality, to the
Multiuniversal level.

Find yourself now sitting upon the top of the Tree of Life, at the Multiuniversal level."

Feel Metatron�s Merkabah descending the Cosmic Antakaranah, like an elevator, to the Universal level.

Here again you find yourself sitting on top of the Cosmic Tree of Life of Melchizedek, at the Universal level.

As Metatron�s Group Merkabah continues to descend, we find ourselves now sitting on top of the Cosmic Tree of Life
at the Galactic level, with Melchior, our Galactic Logos.

Descending further still, we find ourselves now at the top of the Cosmic Tree of Life at the Solar level, with Helios and
Vesta.

Descending again within Metatron�s Merkabah, we find ourselves sitting at the top of the Cosmic Tree of Life at the
Planetary level, with Lord Buddha in Shamballa.

Lord Buddha gives us a special blessing and ascension activation, as we begin to travel downwards through his
Planetary Cosmic Tree of Life, to ground ourselves once again to planet Earth.

As we begin grounding ourselves now, and back into our physical bodies, simultaneously feel and know that all of the
Cosmic Trees at all the different levels of Divinity of life, remain connected within you through the Cosmic
Antakaranah, which is now fully established between yourself and the Godhead.

Now feel yourself fully connecting with your physical body and the Earth Mother, with the help of Archangel
Sandalphon, Pan, and the Earth Mother herself. It is only by the grace of Archangel Metatron�s Protective Light Body
and Merkabah, that we have been allowed to make this sojourn to GOD, as a special gift and blessing from Him.

Take one last moment now to thank beloved Archangel Metatron for his "supreme grace" in allowing each and every
one of us to make this journey to Source and back again.

When your are ready, you may open your eyes, feeling the entire Cosmic Tree of Life fully anchored and activated
within you by the Grace of GOD and the Godforce!

As your eyes fully open now, share this profound new sense of love, wisdom, and power, in perfect balance with your
brothers and sisters, in a moment of heart expanding love for them.
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